The low lying rotational resonance states of Ar-HCl van der Waals molecule in the vibrational ground state of HCl are calculated for several total angular momentum states within the model of a rigid rotor-atom system. The necessary scattering calculations are done by the finite range scattering wave function (FRSW) method [J. Chem. Phys. 99, 1057 (1993 ] adopting energy independent auxiliary functions which makes the scattering calculations at many energies much more efficient. Discrete eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Hamiltonian matrix are calculated on a finite range via the successive diagonalization-truncation scheme combined with the discrete variable representation (DVR) . Analytical eigenfunctions of the asymptotic Hamiltonian operator in a body-fixed frame excluding only the interaction potential, but including all the effective centrifugal potential terms, are used as asymptotic wave functions, which reduces the dynamical range required for the 9' scattering calculations. After a single diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in the finite range LY2 representation, resonance parameters are extracted through the energy dependence of Smith's lifetime matrix. A search algorithm for multiple resonances is used assuming constant background effects and isolated, simple resonances. Several recommendations for the choice of the translational basis functions and the basis set ranges which target specific kinds of resonances with various accuracies are given. Resonance energies and widths (lifetimes and partial decay probabilities) for many predissociating states of Ar-HCl are given with unprecedented accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exact time independent quantum mechanical methods to study molecular resonance states include the stabilization method,' the complex rotation/scaling methods,' and the optical potential method3 which are full Y2 basis set methods. In these methods, many resonance positions and total widths are determined simultaneously. This feature may be convenient when many resonance states are concerned. However, in all of these approaches, real or complex Hamiltonian matrices, expanded in basis sets for all degrees of freedom including the dissociative coordinate, have to be diagonalized many times in order to obtain accurate positions and widths of resonances. In particular, they require changing calculational parameters, such as basis function parameters, complex rotation angles, or the optical potential, before the accurate values of the resonance parameters are obtained.
On the other hand, we may use methods which focus on resonances on a given narrow energy range such as the methods of eigenphase,4 S matrix parameterization,5 and lifetime matrix.6 They produce parameters for each resonance state one by one through a series of S matrix (S) and/or energy differentiated S matrix (dS/dE) calculations around each resonance energy. All require scattering calculations which can be done in a variety of ways. In the propagation methods,7-9 such as close-coupled equations with R matrix or log-derivative matrix propagation, the Hamiltonian matrix is expanded locally in the internal states which are coupled and the solutions are then propagated from deep inside the interaction potential region to the asymptotic region where the scattering information is extracted. In these methods, the direct product basis set is one dimension smaller than that of the full 2Y2 basis set methods, since the dissociative coordinate is not represented by a basis set. However, the propagation of the solution has to be repeated for each energy. This feature may be advantageous when the resonance states can be determined by relatively few energy scattering calculations. This is especially true when the approximate location of the resonance is already known and/or, only a few resonance states are desired.
Other full 2' basis set scattering methods include the S matrix/log-derivative matrix Kohn variational ap-proaches'oJ11 and the finite range scattering wave function (FRSW) method.12 In these methods, once the necessary energy independent integrals are evaluated, stored, and/or, perhaps better, the Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized, the scattering calculation for each energy only involves several matrix multiplications, inversions, and/or a small number of energy dependent integral evaluations. Since the calculational cost per energy is relatively cheap, they may be suitable for multiple resonance state determinations which necessarily require scattering calculations at many energies.
A convenient feature of the lifetime matrix (Q = -iii dS/dESt ) (Ref. 13 ) in studying resonances is that its parametric dependence on energy is simpler than that of the S matrix. In particular, the diagonal elements of Q are real because of Hermiticity and the background effects can be accurately treated assuming slow variation with energy. We also note that all partial widths can be determined from the diagonal elements of Q only. But, the price to pay for this convenience is the additional calculation of dS/dE as a function of desired scattering energy. One direct approach would be to do finite differencing (i.e., AS/AE) evaluated on a very fine energy grid. However, for most of the scattering calculational methods, it is rather straightforward to derive expressions for dS/dE, and this is also the case for the FRSW method12 as well as some other Z" and propagation methods. 14115 Consequently, the direct evaluation of dS/dE and thus the lifetime matrix Q may be adopted.
In this paper, the "energy independent integral" FRSW method,12 which results from using an energy independent auxiliary function, is used to calculate S, dS/ dE, and, subsequently, the lifetime matrix Q at many scattering energies. This then determines explicitly the resonance parameters [resonance energy ( ER), total width (I'), and partial widths ( lYi)] from the energy dependence of the lifetime matrix, Q. In particular, the rotational resonances of the Ar-HCl( v=O) van der Waals molecule are investigated using the model of a rigid rotor-atom system. This model system has been investigated by Ashton, Child, and Hutson16 using R-matrix propagation and the eigenphase method to extract the resonance parameters from the time independent scattering calculations at many energies. More recently Choi and LightI identified the resonances and determined very approximate lifetimes from a single Y2 diagonalization by applying the "flux operator" method. In this paper, we present the results of the FRSW method with energy independent auxiliary functions of Ref. 12 . From now on we refer to this simply as the FRSW method.
The desirable features of the FRSW method for resonances are; first, once the real Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized in a fmite range Y2 basis and the required energy independent real integrals are evaluated, S and dS/dE are easily obtained at each energy. They are obtained by operations on integrals and small matrices (order of twice the number of open channels, not of the number of basis functions) such as summations, multiplications and inversions. Second, no additional integrals are needed in order to calculate dS/dE besides the ones already used to calculate S. Third, the bound states of the system are obtained as byproducts because of the real Hamiltonian matrix diagonalization. Fourth, the translational basis set range may be restricted to be smaller than that required to reach the fully asymptotic region, thus reducing the translational basis set size. In this case the value of trace Q is obtained accurately by averaging over one wavelength of oscillation of the trace Q as a function of the position of "asymptotic" evaluations. Finally, regular boundary conditions for the scattering wave functions are easily imposed by placing the origin of the linear translational auxiliary function at the inner boundary of the basis set range.
In the remainder of the paper, the detailed description of the FRSW method applied to the model of rigid rotoratom inelastic scattering/resonance in a body-fixed frame is given in Sec. II. This is followed by a brief explanation of the multiple resonance states search algorithm and computational details in Sec. III. The numerical results for various resonance features are examined with respect to the various calculational parameters, and comparisons with results of the flux-operator method by Choi and Light and those of the eigenphase analysis by Ashton et al. are given in Sec. IV. Several recommendations about the choice of the calculational parameters are given along with the conclusions of this paper in Sec. V. In the Appendix, the erratic oscillation of trace Q near the basis set boundary is discussed.
II. FRSW METHOD FOR RIGID ROTOR-ATOM SYSTEM
In this section, the detailed equations of the FRSW method applied to the resonances of the rigid rotor-atom system are derived. The general procedures are that we ( 1) set up the Hamiltonian operator in a body-fixed frame; (2) choose the real Y2 basis sets and diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix; (3) evaluate the necessary energy independent integrals composed of the discrete eigenvectors, Hamiltonian operator, energy independent auxiliary functions, and asymptotic eigenfunctions; (4) solve the system of linear equations for S, the coefficient matrix C, dS/dE, and dC!/dE at each energy, which is obtained from imposing the asymptotic boundary conditions; (5) construct Q from S and dS/dE and determine the resonance parameters (ER , r, I-'/) from the energy dependence of the Q matrix.
Since the details of the Hamiltonian operator in the body-fixed frame and the basis function expansions of wave functions are described in detail elsewhere,17-19 only the essential results are repeated here with minor modifications of notations. The body-fixed frame xyz is defined by three Euler angles x, $, w of which x, $ are determined by the orientation of the body-fixed z axis in space, and w is set such that the plane of the system coincides to the xz plane of the body-fixed frame. The body-fixed z axis connects the center of mass of the rigid rotor and the atom. See Ref. 18 for more details of this coordinate frame. The Hamiltonian operator for a rigid rotor-atom system using mass scaled Jacobi coordinates is given by ,,,a,, cot e(J++J-)J,-z(J+-J-1
(1) where hot=& 9
with the volume element dr=dR sin 8 de dx sin I/ d+ do and +i= 1. The p is the reduced mass of the system, R is the mass scaled Jacobi coordinate representing the dissociative coordinate, f3 is the angle between-the body-fixed z axis and the rigid rotor axis, r, is the length of the rigid rotor, and V(R,B) is the interaction potential. The angular momentum operators are defined consistently in the bodyfixed frame, but they follow the normal commutation relations, r9 consequently the raising and lowering operators act on the Wigner rotation functions aszoS2*
A&= = (J+K) (J--K+ 1).
The asymptotic Hamiltonian operator fro = I% -V (R,B) has analytic eigenfunctions defmed as" Y~Mi'=h^f1'2'(kjR) [where fi is as in Eq. (l)] to the function of Eq. (3)) and rearranging the terms using properties of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, it can be confirmed that Eq. (3) is indeed an eigenfunction of the asymptotic I H u,ptKt,(rpK= (R,r * 8 ; * C i,M 1 Ii 1 R, -&ff * tikM) I Hamiltonian operator written in the body-fixed frame. The total angular momentum J, its space-fixed 2 component M, and parity p ( =0, 1) are strictly conserved, moreover, the rigid rotor angular momentum j, and the orbital angular momentum I are conserved asymptotically, so they can be used to denote a specific scattering wave function. Henceforth, quantum numbers J, M, and p will be suppressed to simplify notation where appropriate. The normalized discrete eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian operator with angular momenta J, M, and parity p are expanded by direct product DVR basis functions" (except for the overall rotation) as 1 m(R,e,x,$w)) = 2 4&y JR,(R)) CrBK
where azPK is the expansion coefficient,-1 ~a(R)),'l~&(6J)) are the DVR basis functions based on translational basis functions with zero boundary conditions (to be specified later) and normalized associated Legendre polynomials, respectively. Note that we will use the same notation for DVR basis function and its corresponding DVR point (Gaussian quadrature point). The overall rotations are expanded in parity adapted normalized rotation functions C&(&B) which are eigenfunctions of j2, jz and the parity operator fi with the eigenvalues of J2, M, and ( -1 )P, respectively. They are defined by
where K is non-negative integer ranging from 0 or 1 to J [zero is not allowed for odd (J+p) 
where
The TR is the FBR-DVR transformation matrix between the translational basis functions {Yi(R)) and DVR basis functions { 1 R,(R))}, and TeK is for the normalized associated Legendre polynomials { .YF(cose)) and the angular DVR basis functions { I$( 0) ) 3.
This representation of the Hamiltonian is diagonalized according to the successive diagonalization-truncation (SDT) schemez4 to get the discrete eigenvectors and eigen-' values. Because of parity conservation, even parity states @=O> dissociate exclusively into even (j +I) states, and odd parity states @= 1) into odd (j +I> states.
The next step is to derive expressions for S and dS/dE. The accurate scattering wave functions with Nopen open channels dellned on a finite range of the dissociative coordinate can be expanded by Nopen linearly independent real finite range scattering wave functions @Pa which are conveniently named the "unnormalized FRSW." Thus we have Yjl= =i: +jt PCjt I!, j[ e ~(7) j' I' where the wave function is denoted by incoming rotational state (j,Z>. Bach linearly independent @ jt p can be constructed by choosing the auxiliary function as a product of translational auxiliary function f(R) and (j',Z') asymptotic rotational state Y$ (&@w> such as
+f (Rw;!&k,ed, (8) where f(R) increases linearly from zero at the inner boundary (RI) of the translational basis functions toward outer boundary (Rf) . Thus f(R) permits the scattering wave functions Y j[ to satisfy regular boundary conditions at the inner boundary. The expansion coefficients Cj, I#, jr and S-matrix elements Sj, p, 11 are determined by the asymptotic behavior of the scattering wave function:
where Sit p,/l is the S-matrix element for (j,Z) incoming and (j', I') outgoing channel, and the wave numbers kj satisfy the usual energy conservation rule, E=$/2p+B,,,j(j+l).
By equating Eq. (7) and Bq.
(9) in the asymptotic region, e.g., at R = R, and projecting on each asymptotic rotational state (j",Z"), a system of linear equations is obtained:
where W(Ra)jtt I,,,j,p is the (j",Z") rotational state component of a, 1
., , and 7 (R,) is a diagonal matrix of outgoing Riccati-Hankel function with a suitable flux-normalization constant for each channel, both of which are evaluated at R = R, . The W (R,) matrix is composed of several energy independent integral matrices with E as a factor:
where I is the identity matrix, and
Here, the discrete eigenvectors are given by the coefficients azpK he (4)19 Em are the discrete eigenvalues of H and E is the scattering energy; also R,, &$ are the DVR or Gaussian quadrature points corresponding to I R,( R ) > , 1 $(e>), respectively, and 9: is the quadrature weight of R, point. Thus the numerical parts of integrals are done by Gaussian quadratures. Note that the energy dependence of W used to compute S occurs in a simple manner in Eq. ( 11). Taking the energy derivative of Bq. ( 11) gives the expression of dW/dE for the dS/dE calculation:
Note that no new matrices are needed in Bq. (12) 
and, second, by combining the energy differentiated expression of Bq. ( 13) at the same two DVR points and solving for dS/dE and dC/dE:
.dE.
The calculated S satisfies S * S* = S* * S. Thus the lifetime matrix Q evaluated at (R1,R2) is simply obtained by
Since S calculated from Eq. (13) is not required to be unitary, the Q in Eq. ( 15) is not strictly Hermitian. However, the imaginary part of the trace Q (Tr Q) is negligible compared to the real part. In the following we use only the real part of Tr Q to simplify the calculational procedures.
where Qo(E) is the nonresonance background contribution which is a slowly varying function of energy. Since Q(E) is Hermitian, the diagonal elements are real which are the only quantities necessary for calculation of resonance parameters. If Qo( E) can be assumed to be constant across a resonance, one simple way of determining the resonance parameters is to find the energy where Tr Q is locally maximum, such that, This concludes the derivations of the main working equations for the lifetime matrix calculation as a function of scattering energy and evaluation points of Eqs. ( 13) and ( 14) (loosely speaking, equivalent to our asymptotic positions) .
III. MULTIPLE RESONANCE STATES SEARCH ALGORITHM
Using the calculation of Q(E) detailed in Sec. II, a practical algorithm is presented to determine resonance parameters not only for one resonance state but for almost all which may exist in the energy range of concern. This analysis below assumes that the resonances are simple, isolated and that the background effect on the lifetime matrix is effectively constant across a resonance. These assumptions are adopted to simplify the calculational procedures for identifying the resonance parameters.
In practice, these are valid assumptions for narrow resonances with neighboring resonances separated by at least several times the total width. As a consequence of those assumptions, the calculated resonance parameters are subject to errors especially for overlapping and broad resonances. However, the exact information is contained in S and Q even if the resonance analysis is not appropriate. A more sophisticated algorithm may be devised incorporating polynomial treatment of the background effect6 and multilevel partition of S matrixz5 to get the more accurate parameters for these kinds of resonances.
The general Breit-Wigner formula for S matrix near a simple, isolated resonance is,25 t*tT S(E) =S,(E) -i , ti= JFfz@i, ( 16) where So(E) is the nonresonance contribution, ER is the resonance position, and I is the total width. The t is a column vector with elements composed of the partial widths J?i (I'=ZilYi), and phases qi. The corresponding Q matrix expression is,6
Tr Q(E,,) =Tr Qo+T, 4firi Qii(Emax) =Qo,ii+-r2 3 (18) then Em,, is identified as the resonance position ER , and I, IYi are determined once Qa is evaluated. Now, the remaining problems are, first, to find the accurate Q as a function of energy, and, second, to estimate the rough locations of the resonance states on the real energy range of concern, otherwise an iniinite number of energies have to be scanned to locate the resonances.
If the translational basis set range is large enough to encompass the asymptotic region, then the most accurate Q is calculated if Eqs. ( 13) and ( 14) are solved at the outermost two DVR points (except for the case of Sturmian functions as translational basis). However a large range inevitably means a large size of basis set, and consequently, expensive computation.
It is observed phenomenologically that Tr Q as a function of the positions at which Eqs. (13) and ( 14) are evaluated shows damping oscillation toward the outer end except for the energies just above a threshold. This oscillation is invariant of the basis set range and basis set size, and is a direct consequence of imposing the asymptotic behavior on the wave functions where the interaction potential is not really zero. Also, it is related to the step-like phase shift of S-matrix elements as a function of asymptotic position and Levi&on's theorem about the bound states (Ref. 12). The apparent wavelength of oscillation is half of that of the lowest translational energy channel wave function.
This observation suggests that the accurate estimation of Q on a restricted basis set range may be obtained by averaging Q over one wavelength of Tr Q oscillation. Clearly this estimation is identical to the nonaveraged Q itithe case when the basis set range extends really to the asymptotic region and Q is evaluated at the outermost DVR points. In practice, the wavelength is approximated by calculating the constant asymptotic wave number of the lowest translational energy channel, rather than tracing the actual coordinate dependent wavelength of the wave function. As a result, the averaged Q itself shows also a damping oscillation with much smaller amplitude, so the best estimation may be the average of the outermost maximum and minimum averaged Q with the error estimation being the difference of the two averages. Also, the eigenvectors produced by the SDT scheme introduces some additional uncertainty in the Q matrix, which makes Tr Q deviate from the ideal damping oscillation as a function of asymptotic position. Quite interestingly, in this case the error is larger as the evaluation points approach the outer boundary. One possible explanation is given in the Appendix. In our actual calculations, a small region near the outer boundary is ignored in the averaging process for Tr Q. This prescription is demonstrated in Fig.  1 . This averaging procedure is efficient especially for small Q (few open channels), which means low energy scattering. From now on, we use Q to refer to this doubleaveraged Q unless stated otherwise.
Since resonance states are pseudo bound states, they are well represented by bound state-like basis functions, and the resonance positions may be close to some of the discrete eigenvalues above dissociation energy. This is a basic idea of the stabilization method for resonances.' Of course, in our .Y2 basis most of such unbound state discrete eigenvalues correspond to just scattering states satisfying zero boundary condition at that specific basis set range. A typical Tr Q profile near a resonance is given in Fig. 2 with an arrow showing the corresponding discrete eigenvalue. This consideration leads to a search algorithm for determination of multiple resonance states starting from the unbound state discrete eigenvalues of the T2 Hamiltonian matrix.
The major steps are ( 1) calculate Q at E=E,&c where Em is one of the unbound state discrete eigenvalues of H and, here, a small ia is added to avoid an overllow error in the Green's function of Eq. ( 11); (2) calculate the zeroth order total width I' assuming Q. is approximately zero; (32 search_ for a peak of Tr Q in the energy range of C-&n -I',E,+ I']; (4) if any peak is found, identify the peak energy as the resonance position ER; (5) assume Qa is constant and calculate it by fitting Tr Q to the form of Eq. ( 17) around ER, and determine l?, and l?;s by Eq. ( 18).
Three different kinds of translational basis functions are used; Sturmian, sine (i.e., Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind), and "inner" Lobatto shape functions (see Ref. 11) . They are distinguished from each other primarily by the distribution pattern of quadrature points (DVR points), which may be characterized as, "denser toward the inner boundary, " "evenly spaced," and "denser toward both boundaries," respectively. The local distribution of quadrature points must be dense enough to support the maximum translational energy around that region to represent the wave function accurately. This requirement can be used to restrict the dissociative coordinate region for averaging the original Q, especially for Sturmian functions as basis. In the next section, the actual resonance parameters determined by the above algorithm are presented.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the parameters of the low lying rotational resonance states of the Ar-HCl( v=O) van der Waals molecule are presented for several total angular momentum states. The scattering energy of concern ranges from 0.00 cm-' to 125.28 cm-' for even (J+p) states or from 20.88 cm-' to 125.28 cm-' for odd states (see Sec. II for quantum number definitions). The threshold for dissociation of the odd (J+p) states is 20.88 cm-' since they cannot decay to HCl(j=O). The energies are measured from the dissociation threshold of even states. The maximum number of open channels is six if resolved into (j,Z> states, or three if resolved into (j) states (i.e., j=O, 1,2). For this low energy range, the rigid rotor-atom model is valid for this system because the next excited state potential energy surface which correlates to HCl( ZJ= 1) lies -3000 cm-' above, so it does not affect the low energy dynamics.
The system parameters and the potential energy surface used in the actual calculations are given in Table I . The other calculational parameters of basis set, translational basis set range, range used for averaging the original Q and various cut parameters of the SDT scheme are presented in Table II A restricted convergence test is done for the J=O state by varying the outer boundary (Rf) and using three different basis sets of Table II . The results are given in Fig. 3 for several selected resonances. To get a broad picture about how the resonances are distributed along the full real energy range, Tr Q(E) as a function of energy is presented in Fig. 4 for J=O state with a magnified vertical scale. The first feature to note is that there exist about twenty resonances with the lifetimes varying greatly. This is more pronounced for higher J states. The second thing is that the threshold effect largely caused by many bound states ( 16 states from Ref . 17) is not negligible. Thus the constant Q. approximation is not justified especially for very broad resonances ( < -1 ps) and/or the ones just above the thresholds; however, this energy region is also not suitable for Q averaging process, so accurate parameters may not be obtained for these kinds of resonances. The third thing is that several resonance states are overlapping especially just below a new threshold. This feature is more prominent for higher J states. Several consequences of overlapping resonances include multiple long-lived metastable states15 and nonexponential decay law."
A summary of our results is presented in Tables III  and IV Table III . Also given in the table is a list of the positions and lifetimes of resonance states obtained using the flux-operator method as reported by Choi and Light (Ref. 17) . The flux tions and widths of ArHCl (J=O,l) rotational resonances using the R-matrix close coupling calculation combined with eigenphase analysis and least-squares fit to the BreitWigner formula. Their resonance positions and total widths are compared with present ones for J=O in Fig. 5 . We note that two very long-lived translationally diffusive resonances found by Ashton et al. just below j = 1 and j = 3 thresholds do not appear in our calculation. The possible reasons for this are minor changes in the potential energy surfaces or, perhaps, that the resonance states extend beyond our Y2 basis set range. Although we cannot make precise quantitative comparison since the potential energy surfaces differ, we note the overall good qualitative agreement with the earlier results.
The partial widths agree less in a way that the earlier results show mostly "cold" HCl (which means that low j is the major decay channel) for low energies, while the present results show rather randomized or "hot" HCl. This qualitative ditIerence indicates that the partial widths are more sensitive to the details of potential energy surface than the positions or total widths.
The short-lived (r<O.l ns) resonance states of J= 10 are listed in Table IV . The production CPU times of present results on Stardent GS2000 computer are given in Table V with SDT scheme and resonance search results.
Referring to Table III , it seems that long-lived resonance states demand more of the basis set. Since their widths are extremely small (e.g., 0.6-0.8 X low5 cm-' for 5.175 51 cm-' resonance of J= 10, p=O), accurately converged results are more necessary than for the broader width cases (e.g., 0.003 56 cm-' for 18.0951 cm-' resonance of J= 10, p=O). The accuracy of the lifetimes (or the resonance widths) of the extremely long-lived states are basically limited by the computational accuracy of the energy levels of the truly bound states. If the long-lived state, however, is more highly excited either in bending or stretching motions than all the bound states, the uncertainty in its lifetime may be due to not enough basis functions for the excited coordinate.
Due to the large anisotropy of the Ar-HCI interaction potential, K is quite well-defined and the Coriolis coupling Jang, Choi, and Light: Resonance states of is relatively weak. In such cases, the zeroth order bound states are the bound eigenstates of the diagonal K blocks. These bound states become resonance states when Coriolis coupling to the zeroth order unbound (or scattering) states of the neighboring K's is included. Most of the narrow resonance states presented in Table III may originate from the bound zeroth order states of diagonal K blocks. The long lifetimes of these resonance states are a reflection
The interaction anisotropy, however, decreases as R increases. As the system approaches the free-rotor limit, the isotropic contribution becomes more dominant. In this limit, j is a good quantum number. A given j state may still support positive energy bound states which become resonance states as a result of mixing with unbound (or scattering) states of lower j levels. The stronger the mixing among different j states, the shorter the lifetimes of resonance states would be. The j mixing is primarily induced by the interaction anisotropy. Many short-lived resonance states, that are given in Table IV , may result from this mechanism. Additional analysis of resonance features may be found in the work of Ashton et al. (Ref. 16) .
At this point, critical comments and evaluation of the search algorithm in the present form may be made. Note that the problems are not with the calculations of S and Q but with the assignments of isolated resonance parameters. First, the parameters for resonance states located just above a threshold energy may not be accurately calculated because of the highly nonconstant background effect and/or the limitation of the averaging process in that energy region. A more accurate result may be obtained if nonlinear least-squares fits are made to Eq. (17) with polynomial expansions of Qo( E) . Second, the existence of overlapping resonances along with nonconstant Qc introduces additional errors in ER,l?, and Fi. However, the background effect is negligible for long-lived resonance states ( > 1 ns) whether it is constant or not as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . To treat the overlapping resonances properly, multilevel S matrix partition may be adopted. Third, it is observed that the search algorithm may occasionally miss broad resonances especially when the background Qe(E) is significantly varying across the resonance and/or if they are almost overlapped to other resonances. It becomes, however, a matter of semantics whether these are just scattering states or resonances. Consequently, the resonance states listed in Tables III and IV are not meant to be exclusive, since broad shape resonances which lie just above threshold may be missing as indicated by the absence of 0.163 cm-' resonance of J= 10, p=O in the present calculations. Fourth, a special precaution may have to be taken for an extremely narrow resonance, since its position is likely to be extremely close to the corresponding discrete eigenvalue of H, and this may cause overflow error in the Green's function of Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12). However, no prac- Table III . bConverged at least for two calculations. Uncertainty is from 0 to *9 in the last digit. CSame as in Table III . dBasis S calculation results. Maximum difference between each probability of three calculations is 0.09.
translational basis set range, the basis set density and the cut parameters of SDT scheme must be chosen such that the discrete eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) are converged to a certain degree of accuracy, which is equivalent to saying that the discrete eigenvectors must be good approximations to the solutions of Schriidinger solution in the finite range. A relatively small basis set range is often sufficient for translationally compact Feshbach resonance states. On the other hand, a larger range is required for diffusive Feshbach or shape resonance states. This simply reflects the characteristics of these resonances. Regarding the kinds of translational basis functions, Sturmian functions are suitable for low to high energy resonance states with moderate accuracy, Lobatto shape functions are very accurate for low energy ones, and sine functions give high accuracy over the full energy range. These characteristics are largely determined from the distribution patterns of their respective quadrature points or nodal patterns. We note, however, that the sine and Lobatto shape function bases must be larger and take more CPU times as shown in Table V .
In this paper, the efficiency and accuracy of FRSW method is demonstrated for the problem of multiple resonance states search. In particular, many rotational resonances of Ar-HCl( v=O) are calculated efficiently via the lifetime matrix calculation. One portion of the computation, i.e., the diagonalization of Hamiltonian matrix is common to the bound state calculations. This makes the resonance state calculations a simple extension of the bound state calculations.
Since all the effective centrifugal potential terms ( a l/ R2 which are long range than the van der Waals interaction potential) are included in the asymptotic Hamiltonian operator even in the present body-fixed frame representation, the translational dynamical range to consider is reduced to that required for the "real" interaction potential (see Ref. 27 for a different treatment).
A simple search algorithm to locate and calculate multiple resonance states is presented and applied. If we target, mainly, isolated, simple resonance states with almost constant background effects, for example, we find a maximum 67 resonance states for Ar-HCI in J= 10. Also, the numerical results are compared with other published semiquantitative results. We tlnd the resonance positions are in excellent agreement with the earlier results of Choi and Light (Ref. 17) , but the earlier calculated lifetimes have, at best, qualitative agreement with the highly accurate results presented here.
The current approach, requiring only a single real diagonalization of the p2 basis, appears highly advantageous compared with stabilization, complex rotation/ scaling, optical potential, and other scattering methods. 
